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COVID-19 is spreading rapidly around the world – Africa is at the early stages but 

showing an alarming trajectory, potentially underestimated

C U R R E N T  S T A T U S

Number of days since 100th case

33% daily increase

Note: Healthcare breaking point estimated as the point w here available ICU beds = number of people requiring ICU from COVID-19 (assumed to be 5% of total number of COVID-19 cases); Availability of ICU beds assumed as 30% of total

Source: Johns Hopkins University, CDC, WHO, Financial Times, Bain Macro Trends Group analysis

A P R I L  6  2 0 2 0A S  O F

Estimated healthcare 

breaking point @ ~2,200 

new cases per day

Estimated healthcare 

breaking point @ ~150 

new cases per day

Estimated healthcare 

breaking point @ ~220 

new cases per day

Times to reach estimated breaking points 

heavily depends on effectiveness of methods 

deployed to slow infection rates
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COVID-19 is already having an adverse effect on Africa, exacerbated by a rapidly 

evolving health and economic crisis

Weak health infrastructure poses a 

challenge for many African countries

Contraction in trade and demand for 

African commodities

Declining fiscal revenues and economic 

proceeds across key African economies

• Limited healthcare investments over the 

years have impacted coverage

– Lowest number of physicians per capita (2 per 
10k patients in SSA v. 25 in Europe )

– Low number of ICU beds per capita (0.1 per 100k 

patients in Nigeria, 1 in SA & 9 in Kenya vs. 27 in 
top countries)

• Other ongoing health challenges 

– e.g. Lassa fever in Nigeria with higher rate of 
infections/ death than COVID 19 in Q1 2020

• Reduced economic activity in developed 

economies driving lower demand/supply 

for key manufacturing inputs

(mainly oil & gas and minerals)

• Government efforts to prioritize citizen 

welfare will further slow down trade

• O&G driven economies (Nigeria, Angola 

etc.) already impacted by decline in Oil

• Africa had limited contingency plans with 

many countries relying on debt funded 

interventions

– Nigeria GDP to contract by 4%, South Africa

GDP may contract by as much as 6%

– Angola and Zambia may be among the 

hardest-hit countries, with their economies 

shrinking by as much as 9% 

– Kenya’s central bank set to revise growth outlook

Source: WHO, Goldman Sach’s economic projections
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Africa is now slowly progressing into phase two offering new challenges amidst an 

already stressed system

P HA S E  O NE P HA S E  T W O P HA S E  T HR E E

Emerging situation Rapid escalation Recovery & beyond

Virus is present, but has not yet 

impacted a large population. 

Variable public sentiment, with many 

believing ‘it’s just the flu’…

Day-to-day life is still mostly ‘normal’ 

and some restrictions are in place 

(limited movements, partial 

lockdown)

Consumers are beginning to stock 

up on essentials and cut 

discretionary spending

Virus has become prevalent:

– Number of confirmed cases and 
hospitalized patients increase 

dramatically

– Healthcare ecosystem is under 
pressure and number of 

casualties is rising quickly 

Governments take restrictive 

actions to contain virus:

– large part of the population is in 

lockdown

– only few vital businesses and 

services operate

The situation progressively 

returns to (a new) normal 

Competitive positions and 

customer relationships may 

have been significantly altered

Consumers’ spending patterns 

and buying repertoires have 

returned to ‘normal’ in some 

ways, but in others, have been 

irrevocably changed by the crisis

China is starting to emerge 

into recovery, even if a new 

COVID-19 wave is expected 

soon

Most of Europe is in phase 2

USA are in phase 2

Africa is slowly moving into 

phase 2
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However, we see some opportunities

S E L E C T I O N  O F  O P P O R T U N I T I E S

Increased adoption of digital and 

emergence of new offerings
Strengthening of local food and 

other essential industries 

Resilient supply chains as a 

source of competitive advantage 

• Digital offerings play a key role

– Closed stores and markets: higher 
than normal reliance on e-commerce 

solutions (from makeshift to fully 
functional)

– Cashless transactions: merchants 

and customers rely on cashless 
payment options to transact remotely

• COVID-19 is acting as a catalyst for 

the digital healthcare industry

amongst others (e.g. tele doctor 

services) 

• As cross-border trade declines, 

local economies are increasing 

investments to improve security 

of supply of essential products 

– Food and beverages

– Medicines/Pharmaceuticals

– Healthcare infrastructure

– … 

• In times of serious uncertainty 

governments and businesses 

need resilient supply chains to 

send/receive essential goods 

• Companies that have differentiated 

themselves with resilient supply 

chain capabilities will experience 

disproportionate demand
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We recommend organizing efforts around the following six urgent priorities to protect 

your business 

Protect Your 

Employees and 

Customers

Model your exposure; 

Stress test P&L and 

liquidity

Defend against 

revenue declines 
Stabilize operations 

to “new normal”

Plan urgent cost 

take-out to conserve 

cash

Play Offense, not 

just defense

• Implement the best 

known guidelines 

available for both 

employees and 

customers - overinvest

• Monitor global health 

guidelines, other 

companies - and 

continue to fine tune

• Over-communicate 

with full transparency

• Provide assistance to 

pandemic-limiting 

initiatives in any way 

possible (CSR)

• Outline macro 

scenarios by market, 

translate to revenue 

decline and P&L 

scenarios

– Units, revenue, costs

– Cap Ex, working 

capital, cash/liquidity

– 13 week, 4Q outlook

• Build extreme 

downside scenarios 

– this has potential 

to be a “once in 100 

year” event

• Outline major 

operational actions 

triggered: Do now 

‘handbrake’ actions 

vs. do-later ‘break 

glass’ initiatives

• Take a customer 

centric view to this 

situation – how will 

you build trust, loyalty 

and market share 

through and beyond 

this crisis?

• Build specific revenue 

mitigation actions for 

core revenue stream 

declines

• Pivot resources to 

pockets of current and 

future growth, online 

and beyond

• Stabilize supply chain 

of physical goods from 

likely geographic and 

labor disruptions

– Manufacturing, 

distribution, suppliers, 

suppliers to suppliers

• Build contingency 

operational plans for 

all aspects of business

– Front line facilities, 

costs, variable labor 

staffing

– Cross regional 

variations in utilization

– HQ, IT

• Spend handbrakes

– Immediate actions (e.g. 

hiring freeze, op ex, cap 

ex, working capital)

• Set aggressive ‘break 

glass’ cost actions 

triggered by more 

extreme revenue 

scenarios

– This is (may be) about 

saving the company –

no ideas are too 

extreme

• Mid-term, outline a 

plan to lean out the 

cost structure for the 

future – more 

automated, more 

variable etc.

• Define how you will 

outperform 

competitors and take 

share through and 

beyond the crisis

– M&A roadmap

– Product/service/

customer intimacy 

investments

• Prepare for ‘bounce-

back’ and recovery

– E.g. Marketing 

investment, leveraging 

macro trends for “if, 

then” moves

• Plan for ‘leap-frog’ 

change in customer 

behaviors, particular 

digital and direct to 

consumer delivery
Focus of next slide
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Rapid Cash Hunt: Step one is launching a central cash war room, which enables 

six subsequent activities to rapidly take control of liquidity and conserve cash

Central cash war room

Immediate cash management & spend control

Proactive communication

A central cash war room enables rapid, real-time decision-making and focuses internal leadership on the most urgent liquidity 

needs and cash preservation activities

Proactively communicate with internal and external stakeholders regarding the cash management governance and initiatives you 

are putting into place

2

5

1

P&L scenarios & contingency planning3

Financing alternatives4

Rapidly build and maintain a CF forecast to assess weekly inflows, 

outflows and CCC impact; initiate a Spend Control Tower to 
centrally review and control all transactions, identify and launch 
handbrake and break-glass initiatives

Prepare enterprise models using macro scenarios to determine 

level of exposure, stress test the P&L and identify major 
operational actions influencing liquidity and develop appropriate 
contingency plans

Explore financing options to relieve pressure on expected cash outlays and support business projects in the medium and long-term
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Setting the War Room: In executing, it is more important than ever to adopt an 

open and learning stance, without leaving aside the control of planned activities

Protective of the plan Learning and adapting

• Being guarded and less trusting 

• Speaking and not listening; less inclusive 

• Closing off and interjecting

• Identifying as a functional leader; less likely to see the 

“greater good” 

• Manage by controlling and providing the best answer 

• Being present and presuming trust 

• Active listening and asking questions; more inclusive

• Opening up and being vulnerable

• Identifying as an enterprise leader; more likely to see the 

“greater good”

• Manage by trusting and enabling others to solve the problem

Control Learn

Even though it is open to change and reprioritization, it is important that the planned activities are carried out on time 

and with quality
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Lessons learned: Companies with “war rooms” are facing several common issues 

that may limit success of mitigating COVID-19 impact

Issue Symptoms Mitigating actions

War room 

burn-out

• War rooms planning to last weeks, not months

• Your best and senior people will be in the war room –

they may become stressed, stretched, and burnt out

 “Clear the decks” – stop any non-essential activities you can

 Balance continuity and sustainability for the team (e.g., rotations)

 Have frequent check-ins

Inability to 

drive results

• Unclear decision rights between war room and rest of 

the company

• Limited clarity on priorities and critical actions needed

• Lack of resources mobilized (or held on standby) to 

achieve goals

 Pursue ‘no regrets’ moves swiftly, as most decisions can be reversed

 Re-prioritize work streams by clearly outlining leaders, available 

resources, and goals

 Identify and dedicate SWAT resources to be held on stand-by for 

urgent issues

Inability to 

monitor 

progress

• Insufficient tools and processes to track progress

• Individuals lack accountability on war room initiatives

 Establish common tracking tool

 Establish clear working cadence to track, align, and prioritize key 

actions within team, e.g. using agile (daily “huddles”; weekly “sprints”)

Lack of communication 

with stakeholders 

outside war room

• Limited effort to deliver frequent, relevant and 

consistent communication to outsiders

• External stakeholders do not find process transparent

 Set up cadence to engage internal (e.g., daily informal CEO updates) 

and external stakeholders (e.g., customers; value chain partners)

 Ensure messaging is clear, consistent and repeated messages to cut 

through “mental noise” of crisis

Excessive focus 

on Act Now

• Day-to-day crises continue arising

• The team struggles to find time to plan beyond today

 Establish separate war rooms for near-term (Act Now) and longer-

term (Plan Now) to ensure adequate focus on both
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We are entering into a ‘new normal’ in Africa

• Until African countries achieve herd immunity or a vaccine is available, the next 18-24 months will be a “new 

normal” with an oscillation between period of more and less strict governmental control on movement and 

commerce

• For the first phase of control, governments will be calibrating how severe these controls must be to keep the 

threshold of infections close to the installed healthcare capacity 

• Once the first phase of contagion control is established, we expect these measures to be slowly lifted and then 

re-introduced to manage the rate at which the virus is spread across the population

• This continual balance between contagion containment and economic impact will have a number of implications

– Ongoing disruptions to material supply chains for the period with those products that are most important to addressing the 
crisis (e.g., medical, nutritional) receiving priority across supply chains

– Less growth oriented investment and capital flows in industries that are not directly meeting increased demand from the 
response to the crisis (impact on both OPEX and CAPEX)

– Spending will remain atypical in amount and frequency for most consumer segments with a continuing emphasis on 
essentials and stockpiling in preparation for the next period of ‘shelter in place’

– All financial and operational planning will be continually reviewed (twice monthly) based on the extent to which the 

government is able to manage the balance between contagion and economic impact
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Lessons from the Great Retooling Implications for the 2020 Class of CEOs

Rally around a Big Idea: 

1940s CEOs fully embraced the ideas of 

mass production and a global mindset

Reconsider your assets & think 

beyond traditional boundaries: 

Competitive dynamics and role of the 

Government changed, public-private 

partnerships became key to survival

Prepare for two different types 

of customers, and multiple 

scenarios:

Almost every CEO underestimated how 

much the American consumer was 

transformed by the war

• Re-imagine how you will manage the three great conflicts in the 

new world:

– Scale vs. Intimacy

– Routine vs. Disruption

– Short term vs. Long term  

• The Firm of the Future will be defined more by its partnerships 

(with competitors, suppliers and governments) than by its own assets

• Global CEOs may need to consider how the boundaries of their firms 

can match the new boundaries that the governments of US and 

China will create

• Don’t underestimate how profound crisis will change your 

customer – prepare to stay relevant to different cohorts

• The adaptability you are building should be the new norm: As you 

move from ‘protect’ to ‘recover’ to ‘retool’, you will live in a world of 

scenarios…and build a team adaptable to weekly changes 

Lessons from the “Great Retooling” of WWII for CEOs of 2020
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CEOs must simultaneously balance multiple priorities  

What is the hypothesis for how the 

industry evolves and how do I adapt 

propositions, capabilities, ways of working? 

How do I prepare to quickly mobilize my 

people, re-establish consumer relevance, 

and reactivate supply chains? 

How do I ensure the safety

of my people and continuity

of the business? 

How can I manage an unprecedented amount of change over the coming months?

How can we systematically learn as an organization from this ‘forced experiment’?

Act Now to protect 

and run the business today
Plan Now to retool the business for the future

Recover
Retool for 

the new world
Protect
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Leadership teams will need to reshape their scenario planning in three areas

• How do I protectmy people 

and my immediate business 
needs?

• How severe could the 

downturn be? How long
might it last?

• How will this stress our 
business?

• How can we ensure the 

safety of our people and 
continuity of the business?

• How quickly could demand

return? Will there be one-
time catch-up demand?

• How will this recovery vary 

across the portfolio (geos, 
segments, channels, 

propositions etc.)?

• What might be the 
operational, supply chain, 

and channel constraints in 
meeting this demand?

• How might the post-pandemic world look different than what we 

previously envisioned?

• What existing trends will be accelerated? What new ones need 
to be contemplated? Which are now obsolete?

• How could these trends shift business boundaries, profit pools, 
and industry rules of the game? What are the long-term 

scenarios we should be preparing for? 

• How do I adapt propositions, capabilities, ways of working? 
What could be stepping stones for the next 3-6 months to 

consider?

Recover Retool for the new worldProtect

Business 
cycle
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Demand recovery profiles will vary across industries, but should generally follow 

one of six “demand curve” archetypes

Definition

Potential

examples

• Select traditional 
retailers

• Co-working space

Hit in short-term, 

headwinds long-

term1

• Air transportation

• Hospitality

• Rideshare

• Commercial 

construction

• Restaurants and 
food service

• Arts & entertainment

• Tourism

Hit in short-term, 

recover in long-

term2

• Automotive

• Wedding / major 

events

• Luxury goods

• Elective healthcare 

and select retail 
health (dentist, 

optometry)

• Pharma trials

Hit in short-term, 

bounce back and 

stabilize long-term3

• Personal computer 
monitors 

• Grocery center store

Spiked in short-

term, decline in 

long-term 4

• Skilled nursing 
facilities

• Behavioral health

• At-home exercise 

equipment

• Cable/TV + streaming 
entertainment

Spiked in short-

term, stabilize in 

long-term 5

• Collaboration 
software 

(teleconference, 

telehealth etc.)

• Home health, online 

pharmacy

• Health & safety 

products

• Telecom/Internet

Spiked in short-

term, keep growth 

momentum in 

long-term6

Demand suppressed 

during outbreak, to slowly

recover to pre-COVID-19 

level, trajectory generally 

unchanged

Demand suppressed 

during outbreak, to bounce 

back to even higher 

consumption level because 

of “revenge buying” or

mindset change

Demand stimulated

because of panic stockpile

and staying at home, to 

return to normal level and 

stabilize after outbreak

Demand stimulated

because of treatment 

need and staying at home, 

may keep growth 

momentum because of 

mindset and behavior 

change

Demand stimulated

because of panic stockpile

and staying at home, to 

return to declining trend 

after outbreak, eliminating 

short term gain

Demand suppressed 

during outbreak, to remain 

on declining trend after 

outbreak without recovery 

compared to steady state
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• How might supply chains be 

redesigned for flexibility, visibility, 
sustainability, and resilience? 

• What will be the role for automation 

and machine learning deployed?  

Evolving 

business 
boundaries

Will the COVID-19 crisis accelerate a ‘new world’, or will we fall back to equilibrium?

• Will employees and customers demand a 

‘nobler mission’? 

• Will consumer activism and sustainability 
shifts accelerate?

• How might governments and the public 

sector reshape the rules of the game in our 
industry?

• Will higher interest rates post-crisis reset 

capital allocation across the industry?

• Will the customer behaviors we have seen 

through the crisis accelerate, or revert back?

• What are the emerging customer cohorts 
that will increasingly shape the industry? 

How will their preferences be different?

• Could new platforms and ecosystems change 

industry choke-points?

• Will markets become more national and local, 
reversing globalization?

Changing 

competitive 
landscape

Reconfigured

operations

Macro

transformations

Social & 

sustainability 
rethink

Future 

customers

Future 

industry 

direction(s)

• How might lower multiples drive a new 

wave of M&A and consolidation?

• Will capital markets continue to 
support startups to lead innovation? 

N O N  E X H A U S T I V E
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The “new world” could be very different…

1

2

4
Operating Model / Ways of Working: 

• Increase in work from home and flexible work arrangements / Higher bar 
for business international travel need

• Crisis anticipation and reaction in a much more uncertain, polarized world

3 Supply Chain: More resilient, flexible & local

• Natural, sudden death of the tail end of assortment

• Acceleration in automation

• More redundancy, less “optimized”

Fundamental changes could characterize the new normal: Potential Implications

Consumer:  Acceleration of shifts and divergence in cohort behavior

• Increased attention to safety and hygiene

• Reallocate budget to ‘at home’ and ‘close to home‘ behaviors

• Online habits broadened and deepened (buying and engaging)

Channel: Fundamental channel reset

• Acceleration of online retail, and acceleration of decline in big box retail

• Structural shift in B2B interaction with online platforms

• Brands with purpose and function

• Reinvented Media mix (assets; 
personalization: flexibility; channels)

• Much less salesforce required

• Partner with B2B/B2C winners

• More DTC opportunities

• Reset Manufacturing footprint 

• Capex & investment; insource / outsource

• Distribution & Logistics that can efficiently 
deliver ever smaller drop sizes

• Much less real estate

• Increased focus on cyber security

• Resilient local businesses supported by a 
redefined center
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Some areas for reflection…

• When do we hit bottom, and how low is the bottom? 

• What will the recovery look like?

• What is the hypothesis for how your industry evolves from 
here?  

• Are you allocating time, talent, and energy appropriately across 
‘Act Now’ and ‘Plan Now’ priorities?

• How do you stand up, empower and equip remote teams to 
experiment and restart the business? 

• How do you systematically learn as an organization from this 

‘forced experiment’?

• Do you have the right leaders in place, working as an effective 

(remote) team, and aligned around changing priorities?

• How do you engage the organization for each phase? 



Questions



Appendix
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We recommend organizing efforts around the following six urgent priorities to protect 

your business 

Protect Your 

Employees and 

Customers

Model your exposure; 

Stress test P&L and 

liquidity

Defend against 

revenue declines 
Stabilize operations 

to “new normal”

Plan urgent cost 

take-out to conserve 

cash

Play Offense, not 

just defense

• Implement the best 

known guidelines 

available for both 

employees and 

customers - overinvest

• Monitor global health 

guidelines, other 

companies - and 

continue to fine tune

• Over-communicate 

with full transparency

• Provide assistance to 

pandemic-limiting 

initiatives in any way 

possible (CSR)

• Outline macro 

scenarios by market, 

translate to revenue 

decline and P&L 

scenarios

– Units, revenue, costs

– Cap Ex, working 

capital, cash/liquidity

– 13 week, 4Q outlook

• Build extreme 

downside scenarios 

– this has potential 

to be a “once in 100 

year” event

• Outline major 

operational actions 

triggered: Do now 

‘handbrake’ actions 

vs. do-later ‘break 

glass’ initiatives

• Take a customer 

centric view to this 

situation – how will 

you build trust, loyalty 

and market share 

through and beyond 

this crisis?

• Build specific revenue 

mitigation actions for 

core revenue stream 

declines

• Pivot resources to 

pockets of current and 

future growth, online 

and beyond

• Stabilize supply chain 

of physical goods from 

likely geographic and 

labor disruptions

– Manufacturing, 

distribution, suppliers, 

suppliers to suppliers

• Build contingency 

operational plans for 

all aspects of business

– Front line facilities, 

costs, variable labor 

staffing

– Cross regional 

variations in utilization

– HQ, IT

• Spend handbrakes

– Immediate actions (e.g. 

hiring freeze, op ex, cap 

ex, working capital)

• Set aggressive ‘break 

glass’ cost actions 

triggered by more 

extreme revenue 

scenarios

– This is (may be) about 

saving the company –

no ideas are too 

extreme

• Mid-term, outline a 

plan to lean out the 

cost structure for the 

future – more 

automated, more 

variable etc.

• Define how you will 

outperform 

competitors and take 

share through and 

beyond the crisis

– M&A roadmap

– Product/service/

customer intimacy 

investments

• Prepare for ‘bounce-

back’ and recovery

– E.g. Marketing 

investment, leveraging 

macro trends for “if, 

then” moves

• Plan for ‘leap-frog’ 

change in customer 

behaviors, particular 

digital and direct to 

consumer delivery
Focus of next slides
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#1 priority in the COVID-19 crisis is to ensure people are taken care of

P R O T E C T  E M P L O Y E E S  &  C U S T O M E R S C O V I D - 1 9  E X A M P L E

Cases

Fatality 

rate

Infectivity 
(R0)

Swine Flu, 2009-10

~750M-1.4B

Spanish Flu, 1918

~350M-750M

COVID-19

~530k+

Avian Flu, 2014-17

~1,600

SARS, 2003

~8,000

~4%
Spanish Flu

~10%

SARS

~6.6%

Avian Flu

~40%

Avian Flu

0.03-0.4

Swine Flu

1.3-1.7

Spanish Flu

1.5-1.8

Swine Flu

~0.01-0.08%

~2.0

SARS

3.0

COVID-19

~0.5%

~3.5

COVID-19

With high spread rate, COVID-19 will have a significate 

impact on people all over the world
First step should be protecting people and 

communicating openly

Implement the best known safety / protection 

guidelines available for both employees and customers 
– overinvest in safety

Monitor global health guidelines, other companies -

and continue to fine tune 

Determine how to support communities by leveraging 

assets during crisis 

Over-communicate with full transparency

Establish communication cadence and key 

messages across audiences

Create needed bandwidth and adapt messages
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• Mandatory remote work / home office for risk 

groups

• Factories follow strict hygiene and safety 

norms to protect workers

Companies all over the world are adapting their business model in order to address 

people needs and concerns during the COVID-19 crisis

• Is making temporary free access to Creative 

Cloud for schools and colleges who 

currently have only lab access

• Cigna will cover the COVID-19 diagnostic 

test and provide free home delivery of 

maintenance medications

• No disconnects or late fees due to lack of 

payment, and unlimited data for no additional 

charge

• Deliveroo protecting customers (and 

employees) by leaving food deliveries in front 

of closed door

• Offers dedicated shopping hours for senior 

citizens

P R O T E C T  E M P L O Y E E S  &  C U S T O M E R S C O V I D - 1 9  E X A M P L E

Employees Customers Local communities

• Distribution of soaps to hospitals and in-need 

communities

• Lowered prices of soap lines

• Matched the beauty consultants 

commission in e-commerce (which was 

lower than face-to-face), preventing 

consultants to manage product load

• Extended payment due dates for two weeks 

for all beauty consultants

• Paid leave for all employees of risk groups

• Donated R$50M to aid small local restaurants

• Producing alcohol gel for hospitals to fight the 

crisis

• No layoffs process during the most critical 

period of virus

• Offers more internet for no additional charge
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It is necessary to size the potential impact of the crisis to inform your financial 

strategy

F O R  D I S C U S S I O NM O D E L  E X P O S U R E

Cost structure analyses

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 2SYD

Internal spend analysis 

External bmkt

Experts

This information is confidential and was prepared by Bain & Company solely for the use of our client; it is not to be relied on by any 3rd party without Bain's prior written consent 11SYD Group Supply Diagnostic  ... se v17

Global subject matter experts

• Led multiple sourcing 
programmes for global 
mining companies 
including mining 
equipment

• European procurement 
practice leader

• Led full potential 
program for explosives 
co. (inc sourcing)

• Global Perf. Improve. 
Practice Leader

• Led procurement 
strategy for gold 
miner; focus on EMT

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
procurement 
implementation for 
Escondida

• Led multiple sourcing 
programmes for global 
mining companies 
including conveyors

Mining Equipment Explosives EMT Conveyors

David Rotor (Principal)

Raymond Tsang (Partner) Wulf Weller (Partner)

Alistair Corbett (Partner) Ricardo Gold (Partner)

David Rotor (Principal)

Industrial Engineering

Engineering Consulting Freight Travel Legal

• Led procurement 
spend reduction for 
global payments co; 
focus on legal 
category

• Led spend 
optimisation for two 
large insurance 
companies (>$100M 
legal spend in each)

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
procurement for 
mining and O&G 
services co; focus on 
freight

• NA Industrials Practice 
Leader

• Led procurement 
merger integration; 
focus on freight

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
procurement strategy 
for automotive 
company; focus on 
engineering consulting

• Led multiple sourcing 
programmes for 
engineering services

• Led multiple programmes 
including full potential program 
for global building materials 
company; focus on engineering 
services spend

• Led multiple programmes 
including full potential  program 
for industrial equipment 
company; focus on engineering 
spend

Pete Guarraia (Partner)

Klaus Neuhaus (Partner)

Sam Thakarar (Partner)

Gerry Mattios (Principal)

David Rotor (Principal)

David Waller (Partner)

Thomas Schneider (Principal)

Klaus Neuhaus (Partner)

Josef Ming (Partner)

Pascal Roth (Partner)

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
procurement spend 
redesign for medical 
device manufacturer; 
focus on travel

Lubricants

Other Consumables Chemicals and Chemical Additives Electrical and Electronic Equipment

• Global Industrial G&S 
Practice Leader

• Led full potential 
program for oil 
refining and marketing 

company

• Led multiple programmes 
including procurement 
diagnostic for mining and 
chemicals company

• Head of Bain’s supply chain 
practice

• Led sourcing for electrical 

category for fertilizer co

• SEA IG&S Practice 
Leader

• Led procurement 
strategy for lubricant 
BU of O&G company

• Led multiple programmes 
including private equity due 
diligence on grinding media 
company

• Global Procurement Leader

• Led sourcing strategy for 
electrical category for mining 
chemicals company

John Smith (Partner)

Bruce Stephenson (Partner) Caperton Flood (Partner) Pete Guarraia (Partner)

Wade Cruse (Partner)

Mikael Lindgren (Principal) Mark Porter (Partner) Klaus Neuhaus (Partner)

• Global Chemicals Practice Leader

• Led transformation of European 
chemicals company

• APAC Procurement 
Practice Leader

• Led Asia strategy for 
global mining eqpt
manufacturer

LCC Sourcing

• India Infrastructure 
Practice Leader

• Led procurement org 
development for 
Indian engineering co

• India IT Practice 
Leader

• Led offshoring 
strategy for medical 
device manufacturer

Gopal Sarma (Partner)

Bhanu Singh (Partner)

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
global travel policy 
renegotiation for large 
aluminium producer

• Led multiple sourcing 
programmes for global 
mining companies 
including EMT

David Rotor (Principal)

• Led multiple 
programmes including 
full potential 
explosives review

Phil Barton (Partner)

• Led multiple programmes 
including procurement strategy 
for global gold miner; focus on 
grinding media category
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• What is the planned revenue 

growth?

• How does profitability develop 

over time? 

• How much cash-flow does the 

company will generate?

• What are the uses and sources of 

cash?

• What is the debt structure and 

leverage and how will it develop?

• What is the level of financial 

flexibility going forward?

Evaluate costs of action plan Estimate impact in result Integrated financial model Run simulations

Balance sheet

Income 

statement
1

2

Cash-flow 

statement
3

1

2

3
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To deal with the new situation that is far from business as usual, adjust how the 

company operates to defend revenues

F O R  D I S C U S S I O ND E F E N D  R E V E N U E S

• Evaluate suppliers and 

clients that will be 

impacted

• Define mitigation plan to 

do not disrupt the 

chain

Operation relation 

with crisis event Resources required Value chain impact Legal issues

• Evaluate how can 

continued operation 

make crisis worse

• Stop or reduce 

operation if necessary

• Define how to manage 

affected or stopped 

resources

• Map technical 

knowledge necessary 

to address the crisis 

event

• Mobilize teams to 

execute or coordinate 

actions for crisis

• Reorganize resources 

for new goals and 

conditions in BAU

• Evaluate expansions or 

contraction for better fit

• Evaluate legal risk/issue 

that could stop the 

operation

• Adjust to better meet 

regulatory agencies 

expectation
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Companies are acting in response to the changing eco-system and increase in 

uncertainty, changing ways of operating and roles

• Mercado livre, a selling and online payment platform in South 

America, has on its main webpage a visible access on the 

right side of the search engine to COVID-19 initiatives

• After being forced to close 40% of its stores, Lin Qingxuan

redeployed 100+ beauty advisors from those stores to become 

online influencers, resulting in 200% sales growth in Wuhan

• This Brazil realtor launched a virtual visit functionality as an 

alternative to in-person viewings

Sourcing, manufacturing and supply All business aspects

• Uses a 60/20/20 supplier model to split risk: if the 60% 

supplier fails, the two 20% suppliers can ramp up

• Uses a network of flexible manufacturers to produce any of 

their optical service routers at short notice

• Created a food traceability system  using block chain 

technology: now takes 2 seconds to trace provenance vs ~7 

days previously

• Use a control tower model for decision making – e.g. 

facility supplying >90% of P&G’s perfume was hit by Hurricane 

Sandy but was back online after only 2.5 days

• Re-assessing scenarios for demand planning and 

adjustments to plants during COVID-19

• AI algorithm predicts which items will be more frequently 

purchased – warehouse space is then optimized so these 

products are stored in more accessible locations

• Lojas Americanas, a leading retail chain in Brazil, also has a 

visible access on its main webpage in the right side of the 

search engine to COVID-19 initiatives

• Amazonas Energia, energy distributor in Amazonas, Brazil, 

created shifts for roles that require physical presence during 

COVID-19 crisis

S T A B I L I Z E  O P E R A T I O N S C O V I D - 1 9  E X A M P L E S

• Claro adopted WhatsApp as an additional channel to support 

customers, letting them know the monthly consumption and 

buying more data. Just in time for COVID-19 crisis

• Changed logistics, transportation, supply chain, purchasing, 

and third party seller processes to prioritize stocking and 

delivering essential items like household staples, sanitizers, 

baby formula, and medical supplies
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We mapped a set of operational actions focused in stabilizing operations to “new 

normal” created by the COVID-19 crisis

• Protect & bolster your workforce by investing in preventative measures 

and clearing resources for most critical activities 

– Implement A/B teams that work every other day or are segregated within the office.

• Stand-up daily calls with impacted teams to track latest risks 

• Work with suppliers to conduct an assessment of risks for components 

sourced from at-risk geographies

– Determine n-tier exposure 

– Understand on-hand and in-transit inventory and production burn rate 

– Prioritize parts based on inventory and production schedule 

• Secure supply for at-risk components

– Seek commitments on supply minimums and increase stock levels where possible

– Increase delivery frequency to smooth supply

– Begin to qualify new suppliers with sourcing / engineering input

• Navigate logistics capacity constraints

– Revisit transport routing & scheduling algorithms

– Stop or pause non-essential shipments to free up capacity 

• Iterate as crisis unfolds, drive ongoing action and adjustments to account 

for supply & demand driven shifts

S T A B I L I Z E  O P E R A T I O N S

• Consider adjusting operating hours (or temporary store closures), or 

pushing customers online

• Flex labor as needed to meet an increase or decrease in demand

– Increase: Borrow staff from less critical roles if needed; add capacity to customer service 

teams in anticipation of customers reaching out

– Decrease: Redeploy labor in other units if suitable, or implement furloughs

– Load-balance: Shift labor as much as possible to virtual customer service / maintaining 

inventory / online order fulfillment 

• Defer non-essential tasks to free up labor and stay ready for potential 

greater disruption

• Repurpose production lines, resources and people to essential priorities

– Streamline production to focus on hero SKUs / categories / customers – aligned with 

demand and supply constraints

– Optimize line configurations

• Ensure HQ & IT  functions are equipped for continuity

– Reserve funds to ensure employees are technologically enabled to work from home 

– Increase capacity of service desk

– Analyze need to additional funding to support cloud/network operations to support influx of 

digital solutions 

SOURCING, MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY ALL BUSINESS ASPECTS
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A central cash war room led by a team of cross-functional senior leaders will provide 

the structure and governance to effectively manage liquidity

• Set up a central cash management war room – typically led by the CFO 

overseeing a team representing treasury, sales, purchasing, and HR

– Empower the team to make cross-functional recommendations based on rapid assessment of 

cash opportunities

– Ensure C-suite is fully conscious of new constraints; share cash position, CF forecast and 

enterprise scenarios with key executives 

• Meet daily to review cash position and make critical decisions

– Develop clear daily cash management responsibilities: daily liquidity review, review of 

proposed spend, status of immediate and longer term cash optimization initiatives, 

communications to stakeholders

– Activities include: triage and approve any and all disbursements (i.e., Spend Control Tower); 

reduce ‘discretionary’ spend (i.e. training, events); centralize approval for new contracts; freeze 

non-business critical maintenance work; monitor status of cash optimization initiatives

• Compare updated cash position to forecast, understand variances and extend 

forecast another week and impact on the balance sheet and covenants

• Rely on data in real-time reports: weekly AP list by vendor, weekly other 

disbursements (payroll, taxes, rent, etc.), weekly AR by customer, cash flow forecast 

and cash balances

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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A 13-week cash flow model should be used to inform the financial strength 

assessment and to aggressively monitor ongoing cash positions

Critical first step that all companies should undertake to assess current-state and 

diagnose the severity of a short-term liquidity crisis

• Gives visibility into cash position on a weekly basis –

should be updated frequently

• Tracks cash inflows and outflows directly through bottom-

up construction

• Permits situation-specific forecasting, including closing 

stores, selling lines of business, and reducing headcount

• Reveals cash necessary to preserve and protect 

business under different conditions, and identifies need for 

additional financing

• Identifies choke points and opportunities to reduce cost 

and/or improve processes

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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If liquidity is tight, install a Spend Control Tower to enable immediate and centrally-

controlled decisions

What it is Why it works

Rapid spend reduction 

infrastructure

Open PO Rationalization 

Daily spend challenge 

sessions 

Dashboards and impact 

tracking

• Elimination of budgets and installation of new 

workflow where every dollar requested is reviewed

• Reduction in the number of personnel authorized to 

spend and lower tiers of spend approval

• Clear criteria for criticality/justification of spend

• Pushes all $ through the same “spend funnel” 

for scrubbing

• Establishes greater accountability among 

fewer managers

• Gather list of all current open POs and review 

against criticality (need, timing & spec)

• Cancel, defer or close items that do not meet a 

strict threshold

• Rapidly resets an organization’s definition of 

critical spend

• Sets stage for future savings

• Can clear 50-100% of PO request backlog

• Daily challenge on all new orders in all operating 

sites (plants/offices) based on criticality; cancel or 
delay spend that is not needed immediately

• Establish a culture that focuses only on spend with 

high ROI/criticality

• Establishes spend rationalization and “zero-based” 

mind-set in staff

• Immediate 15-30% decrease in spend

• Weekly/monthly management performance 

dialogues to review and challenge spend trajectory

• Measurement dashboards to track and measure 

savings from program

• Captures senior management focus

• Establishes a culture of accountability and highlights 
emerging concerns

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T

Support by daily 30min ‘Spend challenge’ to review all spend requests – answering 3 questions:

Can we deny? Can we delay? Should we invest?  
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“Hand brake” levers should be launched immediately and “break glass” levers 

should be identified and planned for rapid deployment, if and when necessary

Capturing value from day 0

Identify and execute 

“Handbrake initiatives” 

Be aggressive – Understand 

initiatives can be temporary

Focus on ‘cash in bank’ fast

Hand brakes Break glass

Overnight mandates/

no regret moves

Triggered only in case 

of material underruns 

Revenue
 Immediate price rise/ optimization

1
People
 Salary cuts
 Planned HC reductions acceleration/ lay-offs

 Benefit freeze

External spend
 100% freeze of all non-business critical spend (e.g. 

maintenance)

 Rapid sourcing (immediate discounts)

Cash
 Delay non-essential AP
 Discounts for faster debt payment

 Early invoice payment

Capex
 Full CAPEX freeze

2

Prepare for potential scenarios to 

pull “break glass” levers

Determine future crisis milestones 

that would trigger additional 

corrective actions (e.g. major RIF, 

store closures, production line shut 

down, route closures, geography 

exits etc.)

1

2

People
 Hire/salary freeze
 Contractor review

 Benefit review
 Elimination of underperformers 

External spend
 Review/escalation of spend approvals
 ‘Discretionary’ spend review (e.g. marketing)

 Office space subleasing
 Maintenance delay

Cash
 Long-term overdue collections
 Avoid early payments

 Switch to biweekly or monthly AP runs
 Sell excess / obsolete stock

Capex

(Partial) freeze

 CAPEX review

 Approval standards

Revenue
 Sales discipline
 Double-down on largest opportunities

 Go deeper on key accounts

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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We have a long list of ready-to-execute handbrake actions to take immediately

S E E  A P P E N D I X

To deliver cash, philosophy on all these needs to be ‘do now’, even if we wind back (or change 

approach/policies/escalations) later – three months of any of these in place = cash in bank 

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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• Shift marketing spend to 

optimize demand 

• Ensure security of supply

• Implement spend handbrakes 

and no-regrets cost reduction

Consensus expectation

before COVID-19 Increasingly worse outcomes

3.3% 0%

P R O J E C T E D  

W O R L D G D P  
G R O W T H

E X A M P L E  

A C T I O N S  Y O U  
C A N  T A K E

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, January 2020; Bain Macro Trends Group analysis, March 9, 2020

-X%

• Employ aggressive promo 

strategies (but avoid slashing 

prices indiscriminately)

• Temporarily close locations or 

suspend operations 

• Implement aggressive “break 

glass” cost reductions

• Consider permanent shut 

down of underperforming BUs 

/ geographies / sales channels 

• Right size operations to a 

smaller core

• Conserve cash levels for 

controlled default  

L E V E L  O F  

I M P A C T  F O R  
Y O U R  
B U S I N E S S

I L L U S T R A T I V E

• Noticeable changes in 

customer behavior

• Flat to mild decline in 

revenue 

• Manageable disruption in 

operations and business 

continuity

• Dramatic impact to P&L with 

likelihood of multi-year affect

• Certain BU’s, geos, channels 

no longer operating with 

positive contribution 

margin

• Uncontrollable operational 

disruptions

• Severe drop in revenue and 

negative cash risking near 

term liquidity

• Future viability of parts of 

business in question

Scenario modelling is an effective way to determine exposure while enabling 

appropriate actions and contingency planning

Level 1 – “Missing Plan” Level 2 – “Severe Downturn” Level 3 – “Liquidity Crisis”

Defend against 

revenue declines

Stabilize operations 

to “new normal”

Plan urgent cost 

takeout to conserve 
cash

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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Getting to the right level of specificity will help you determine the appropriate 

business implications and facilitate robust P&L stress-testing

“Missing Plan” “Liquidity Crisis”

• All key countries impacted by COVID-19

• Nation-wide restrictive measures implemented 

by all countries

• No worsening of COVID-19 breakout in 

countries currently less materially impacted 

(e.g. LatAm, ANZ)

• Local restrictive measures implemented 

instead of nation-wide where applicable, with 

few local administrations opting-in

• Businesses on lockdown where already 

enforced with other countries not implementing 

access limitations

• ~30-50% sales decline in countries with 

prohibitions to people movement, with no 

impact in all others 

• No lockdown of manufacturing plants in 

relevant countries

• 1-3 months by country based on pandemic 

severity and fiscal/ economic stimulus

• 100% of pre-crisis level • 50-80% of pre-crisis levels

“Severe Downturn”

• Relevant countries impacted differently by 

COVID-19, with some cases of lower severity

• Local restrictive measures implemented 

instead of Nation-wide where applicable, with 

many local administrations opting-in

• Businesses on lockdown where already 

enforced with other countries enforcing access 

limitations

• ~50-70% sales decline in countries with 

prohibitions to people movement, with no 

impact in all others 

• No lockdown of manufacturing plants in 

relevant countries, with strict safety measures

• 3-6 months by country based on pandemic 

severity and fiscal/ economic stimulus

• 80-100% of pre-crisis level

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T

Duration of 

pandemic

Geographic 

extension

Speed of 

recovery

Extension of 

containment 

measures

Post-crisis 

scenario

• ~90-120 avg. days duration in each country 

dependent on containment measures

• Businesses on full lockdown in all key 

countries

• ~80% sales decline due to people quarantine 

measures

• Lockdown of manufacturing plants in several 

countries/ states

• ~70-90 avg. days duration in impacted 

countries dependent on containment measures

• 6-12 months by country based on pandemic 

severity and fiscal/ economic stimulus

• ~50-70 avg. days duration in impacted countries 

dependent on containment measures

E X A M P L E
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Rapid cash hunt may need to include exploring various financing options and

negotiation of credit terms 

• Understand credit agreements (including debt covenants) to avoid potential 

defaults or surprises

• Look for unused/ underutilized assets to sell; explore sale-leaseback of 
property or valuable assets 

• Understand viability for negotiation of credit terms with lenders

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T

• Raise debt/ equity from shareholders – short- / long-term

• Draw up revolver facility if will create no defaults and structure is feasible 

• Look for alternative source of financing (e.g., government funds, 
accelerate tax refunds)

• Renegotiate debt facilities and terms (e.g., loan amounts, interest rates, 
covenants, time to pay)

• Raise additional debt capital – short- / long-term

• Consider factoring receivables to raise short-term cash (sell at discount to 
third party)

Options to explore

Example tactics in liquidity crisis

Guiding principles for credit term negotiations

• If you think you’re at any risk on covenants, be 

proactive and reach out early

• Lenders want to avoid showing loans in default

– More concerned with liquidity than covenant issues

– Mutually beneficial to quickly resolve covenant issues if 

liquidity is strong

• Lenders will likely require some supporting 
documentation during or shortly after initial outreach

– Include some history to show magnitude of near term 

aberration

– Identify variable(s) causing potential breach and share 

especially if clearly COVID-19 related

– Provide initial perspective/ proposal on relief needed

• Banks are most likely to put good money after bad

– Covenant or technical defaults seem curable potentially 

through more capital

– With a liquidity issue, they will weigh whether they are more 

likely to recoup the principle through funding, restructuring, 

Chapter 11 or a liquidation as a last resort
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Strategic considerations… Tactical actions…

• Ensure that the narrative is proactively controlled by 

senior leadership to ensure fact-based dialogue

• Provide enough specificity to ensure the narrative comes 

off as genuine and sincere

• Be sensitive to business continuity not only for your own 

business, but for your suppliers, customers and other 

stakeholders

– Leverage existing relationships and work collaboratively with 

vendors with the understanding that they may be facing 
hardships as well

– Treat suppliers in a respectful manner while also protecting the 
integrity of your business as you will need them in the future

• Keep short-term survival as the top priority but do not 

lose sight of the long-term future and the relationships 

you will need

• Communicate to leadership and staff as soon as 

possible about the cash measures (rather than hearsay)

• Use specifics rather than generalities, highlighting the 

concrete measures being pursued to preserve liquidity

• Proactively reach out to customers regarding service 

continuation and outstanding invoices to ensure a 

consistent in-flow of funds

• Create a drumbeat of communication with suppliers

to keep them informed of real-time changes; ensure 

frequent communication with “critical vendors” to avoid 

disruptions

• Communicate actively with lenders to update them on 

the cash preservation actions you are taking, address 

any industry rumors to control the dialogue and any 

concessions you may need going forward

Crisis communication is critical to set the tone with internal and external 

stakeholders

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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Negotiation of terms with different stakeholders is a key component of 

communication with suppliers, lenders and customers

• Negotiate short-term price 

relief in return for long-term 
volume agreements

Suppliers

Lenders

Customers

• Extend payment terms to reduce 

immediate cash pressure –
negotiate interest relief

• Review AR and contact largest 

customers for payments

• Leverage relationships to delay 

payments for as long as possible

• Actively pursue late payments

from overdue customers and 
request early payments

• Negotiate final outstanding debt 

reduction with threat of default

• Leverage current cash to perform 

controlled default

• Factor receivables to receive 

immediate cash while reducing total 
value

• Request longer payment terms 

and ensure payment by agreed date

E
x

a
m

p
le
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c

ti
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Level 1 – “Missing Plan” Level 2 – “Severe Downturn” Level 3 – “Liquidity Crisis”

Basic principles to apply in all negotiation situations

• Bring a plan demonstrating how you are going to steer the business in the right direction and showing that you are in control of 

the situation  

• Think both long-term and short-term while prioritizing your short term needs to support the business – maintaining your 
relationships is critical to the long-term success of the business post-crisis

• Develop a deep understanding of the interests of all parties and their specific priorities

• Understand that in a socioeconomic crisis the other parties are likely in distressed scenarios as well – work toward outcomes 

that benefit both parties

R A P I D  C A S H  H U N T
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Integrated 

strategy

The current environment creates a lot of uncertainty but can offer opportunities, which 

generates the need to use a future-back approach to plan for the long run

Starting

point

P L A Y  O F F E N S E

Doers

Dreamers

What are the top 3–5 

priorities for the 

current 

business?

What is the

vision for the future?

Typical strategic planning Crisis planning

What should be my 

priorities to mitigate 

the crisis direct 

and indirect 

effects?

What is going to be 

the “new reality” after 

the crisis? How to win?
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Companies must plan the future according to post-crisis scenarios – The plan must be 

flexible and constantly re-evaluated according to crisis evolution

Define the “Future state” leveraging 

a “Future back” approach

• COVID-19 and its subsequent economic 

impacts

• “Future back” view of expected 

industry’s development irrespective of 

COVID-19

• Set transformation ambition in light of 

the defined “Future state,” potential 
actions and new emerging customer 

needs

• Understand the potential impact from 
each major change relative to the 

cost, e.g.,:

– Increased customer satisfaction through 
faster delivery vs required logistics CAPEX

– Higher “win rate” vs. more sales reps

– Centralized functions vs. cost to consolidate

• Define transformation roadmap with a 

focus on reaching the “Future state” in 
each of the 6 key Plan Now areas with 

limited impact on customers and 

operations

– Agree on sequencing of initiatives

– Set intermediate goals to limit the amount of 
immediate change

• Leverage prioritized gaps to create 

initiative charters detailing:

– Key activities

– KPIs

– Timelines

– OPEX/CAPEX requirements

– Owners and other stakeholders

Strategy

Customers

Operations

People and organization

Cost structure

Balance sheet

Set transformation ambition

Assess implications and potential 

actions to close gaps to “Future 

state”

Build transformation plan

A B C D

Benchmark “Current state” against the 

desired “Future state” to identify gaps in 
each of the 6 key “Plan Now” areas 

(prioritize elements based on company 

specific needs)

P L A Y  O F F E N S E

Constant evaluation of updated scenarios to guarantee the plan suitability for the long term


